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Dear Friends,

What are you investing in?

A young Sales Consultant from a German Electricity Generation Company sits down 
next to Clinton on our flight from Germany to Sardinia. Clinton senses E.C.C.O. at 
work, so opens up a conversation which quickly steers into the energy situation of 
Europe. The young man shares that the German government already plans to ration 
energy over the winter, meaning that some days whole parts of Germany will simply 
have no electricity. Since Germany switched from nuclear to methane for generating 
electricity, the pipeline shutdown is having significant consequences. The young man 
is traveling with his girlfriend to find a ‘safer’ place to spend their winter: checking out 
Sardinia, Rhodes, Croatia… Clinton asks how else they are preparing themselves? 
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The young man confides that he has hedged his bet by spreading investments in 
property, precious metals, cryptocurrency, and company shares.

But, when you have clarity that ownership of any piece of land is an illusion (how can a 
human being own a piece of Gaia?!), or that cryptocurrency is a hierarchical 
gameworld easily hijacked by psychopaths, or that trading corporate shares is a 
gambling addiction poorly disguised as respectable activity, these offers for ‘security’ 
are a joke.

As Modern Culture collapses into itself, its valuables will lose - are losing - their 
credibility.

What else is there to invest in?

Tim Bennet invites us, in Bambi vs. The Collapse of Civilization, to consider whole new 
forms of investment. He writes: We can take the blow. (We don’t really have much 
choice.) Perhaps we can even survive it. We can begin by finding our place and our 
people. We can start an edible forest garden and clean out some old barrels for water 
catchments and walk down the road and meet all of our neighbors and get together for 
a potluck and a meeting and talk about what’s coming. We can find a facilitator and do 
the feelings work we need to do, moving through the grief and the hopelessness, the 
fear, the anger, moving through them and beyond them, moving together, arm in arm, 
hand to hand, heart to heart, discovering that we are strong enough to bear such 
things, that we are still whole enough to not be undone by them, finding that together, 
we can stand and face the headlights, we can stand and hold each other as the truck 
hits, and finding, maybe, just maybe, that some of us are still alive after it has passed. 
Some of us need to do this work, because most will not. Refusing to feel their fear now, 
they will be forced to feel it upon impact, when the trauma is greatest, the losses so 
hard to bear. They will need our help.

[Excerpted from Appendix D of the new edition of Conscious Feelings by Clinton 
Callahan.]

As Possibilitators, the investment in Archiarchy is not only limited to ‘doing the work’, 
but also to provide the work for those longing to enter presence or the new culture 
space of Archiarchy. 

Archiarchy is centered on Nonmaterial Value. Investing in Archiarchy starts with 
investing in your own Nonmaterial Value by practicing to an absurdly effective skill 
level. No one can do this for you. More interestingly, no one can stop you from doing 
it. 

Becoming absurdly effective in delivering your Nonmaterial Value is one of the true 
joys of life, being committed to a purpose that is (as Georg Bernhard Shaw writes) 
“recognized by yourself as a mighty one. Being a force of nature instead of a feverish, 
selfish little clod of ailments and grievances, complaining that the world will not devote 
itself to making you happy.”
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One of our main investments, Clinton and I, is in ‘Communities of Practice’ to unfold 
and thrive. (A ‘Community of Practice’ is a group of people creatively collaborating in 
an agreed-upon conscious context). Empowering Communities of Practice around the 
world – one at a time during online and offline consulting, and also all-at-once-
altogether (through distinction-rich articles and videos, presenting at conferences, etc. 
– is a purpose that we ourselves recognize as ‘a mighty one!’ We invest in cavitating, 
holding and navigating space for Communities of Practice wherever we can.

These Communities of Practices use the Nonmaterial currencies of Archiarchal 
Economics, such as Possibility, Clarity, Distinctions, Upgraded Thoughtware, Love, 
Connection, Empowerment, Transformation or Healing. These are often the currencies 
through which we are compensated - often in nonlinear and indirect ways, such as 
having general good fortune, good health, good opportunities, good friends, good 
ideas for building out Possibility Management gameworlds that Archiarchal 
Possibilitators can inhabit and then flourish, and so on. This stuff actually works.

We propose an experiment which is: to take your next big step to prepare your circle to 
shift from Modern Culture to Archiarchy by delivering an unreasonable amount of 
Emotional Healing Processes, Rage Club, Fear Club, Sadness Club and other 
‘learning how to Feel’ spaces to your local and international community. This could be 
an investment of many wonderful returns.

To strengthen your spaceholding skills for such Feeling Transformational spaces, the 
next Rage Club Spaceholder Training is coming up on October 30th (more information 
in the Event section below).  

Love from the General Memetics Team: Anne-Chloé Destremau, Clinton Callahan, 
Cornelius Butz, Ewa Wichmann, Georg Pollitt, Markus Bork, Martina-Riccarda Niklis, 
Naomi Warndorf, Phyllis Goldman, and Vera Luísa Franco.

Latest SPARK

SPARK 233: Delivering your Nonmaterial Value opens your place in
Archiarchy.

Modern culture places its highest value on material objects. This culture also
values hording the medium of exchange used for obtaining those objects.
...
Other cultures are possible for you, even if modern culture is not aware of
them.
...
The Specialty-Skill-Infrastructure that brings Archiarchy to life is barely even
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started. It is mostly unoccupied space at this time, and will remain open as an
infinite opportunity, because Archiarchy professions Radically Rely on Infinite
Resources.

13 Energetic Tools with Clinton Callahan
@GEN Conference in Denmark 2022

The Latest Revised Edition of the 'Conscious
Feelings' book by Clinton Callahan is out NOW!

Download SPARK 233
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This revised edition includes:
* clearly marked and designed experiments, each with a matrix code to enter in the

StartOver.xyz game
* expansion of the Gremlin chapter, including distinctions about White Widow, Grey

Widow and Black Widow
* clear distinctions between Feelings and Emotions and their uses

* clear distinctions about the fifth body (the Archetypal body) and its uses

Our Upcoming Events

Stay tuned about any of our upcoming events through this newsletter and the
PM Events Telegram group.

If you are looking for Rage Club, Fear Club, Sadness Club, WorkTalks,
workshops, EHP Dojos and other paid or free Events online, you will find them
at on the Possibility Management Online Offers Calendar TeamUp calendar.

Buy 'Conscious Feelings'
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If you are looking for Expand The Box Trainings, or Possibility Labs, then
please go to the www.possibilitymanagement.org/calendar website.

Rage Club Spaceholder

Training with Anne-Chloé

6 Sundays from Oct. 30 - Dec. 4, 2022
@4-6.30pm Berlin time.

The purpose of the Rage Club

Spaceholder Training is to give you

everything you need to start delivering

your own Rage Clubs and strengthen your

overall spaceholding skills for 1-on-1

coaching, and group settings (online and

offline).

The Rage Club Spaceholder Training is a

major doorway into a Team of

Spaceholders using the distinctions and

practices of Possibility Management.

More info is here.

Registration is with me, Anne-Chloé:

annechloe.destremau@gmail.com

 

Study Group - Building Love

That Lasts (Part 2) with Clinton

and Anne-Chloé

The time and date of Study Group is
changing. We meet one last time on
Monday 3 Oct from 18:30-20:30
GMT+2, the next meeting will be on
Saturday 15 Oct. from 15-17.00
GMT+2. We will continue to meet on
Saturdays from then on. From Saturday
5 Nov. (due to daylight saving), we
meet from 14-16.00 GMT+1.

Eva Daubert is the organizer, please
contact her on Telegram at: +49
17663099915 to receive the Zoom link
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or click here. The Study Group is free
of monetary charge.

You can listen all the previously
recorded sessions of the Study Group
at: https://buildinglovethatlasts.mystriki
ngly.com/

Other Upcoming Events

Women's Lab in Poland with

Patrizia Patz and Dagmar

Thurnagel

There are issues and processes you
can only experience as a woman in the
circle of women. Therefore we offer
women’s Labs and men’s Labs in
addition to the mixed Labs.

Researching the archetypal
feminine: the Women's Lab is a
delicate space where you embark on a
journey into archetypal feminine
territories. Together we explore the
multi-faceted inner goddess who can
be wild, tender, creative, crazy and
wise all at once.

For information and registration, please
contact Gabriela Klara Kowalska:
kobiecylab@gmail.com
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Possibility Management Online
Global Offers Calendar

WorkTalks, Workshops, Rage Clubs, Fear Clubs,
Study Groups, Possibility Teams, Online ETBs...
Get electrified!
With other Possibiliators!
Around the world!
 
Link: https://teamup.com/ksv2xq34sxiagcuei1
 

Possibility Management Calendar
Expand The Box, Possibility Lab, Feelings
Practitioners Lab, Intimacy Journeyer Lab, ...
Find the Training you need in your area!
 
Link: https://possibilitymanagement.org/calendar/
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Copyleft © 2022 General Memetics, All rights unreserved.
 

You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind. You can
change your mind about anything, even about receiving this email. If this is the case, let us know by
clicking on the links below.

Our mailing address is:
Paseo Illetas 31, Apt 3B

07181 Illetas-Calvia,
Mallorca, Spain

https://possibilitymanagement.org/

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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